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Despite the the text is in red, this setting does not cause any warnings when saving or when other users change the file. And being able to save with no
warnings is a fundamental part of the Android Design Guidelines. This is controlled by how often you want the folder icons to be redrawn. The default of 300ms
was chosen over the Android recommended 1ms. This more smoothly updates the folder icons while reducing the CPU load. If you want to go higher, you can

either use the faster generator, or override this setting in the defaults folder. Lastly, the bundled theme was changed a little bit. Its previously been rolling with
no transitions between paths. With this last change, the paths smoothly transition into new paths when clicking on them. Best of all, it makes the whole tree

significantly lighter. You can do the same for a Mac OSX with the finder. Search for Preferences in the app folder, in the com.apple.finder folder. You should find
the Finder Preferences. These are stored in XML and are encoded as such by the finder. You can change the Appearance settings with this file. This graph is

saying how many folders the process has in memory. If you notice the files growing bigger and smaller, it means the process is doing some heavy file parsing,
and the native disk cache is filling up. If this happens, it indicates that the process is running in chunks and needs to spend more time on parsing instead of
memory caching. At this time you should scale back the project. But if this still persists, its time to scale up the project and push the Android team for some

more memory.
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